
KUNST MUSEUM ZiZ21L'l

Dear Mrs . and Mr . Vasulka,

my friend Gerhard Johann Lischka told me, that you eventually could came

to Berne for a presentation of your work . I would be interested to present

you and yours tapes in our museum .

The best date, I suppose, would be between Zurich and Geneva (Berne is also

geographically between these two towns) . Please tell me until october 1 if

you can make a presentation on

saturday, november 11,

	

4 .30 p .m .

We could pay you

	

sFr. 300 .-

	

(approximately $ 200 .-) plus the hotel for

two persons for one night in Berne plus travel fees from Zurich to Berne (train) .

Please tell me if you are interested to present your tapes in Berne . The pre-

sentation could be 70 - 90 minutes . We have a cinema with 119 places, 3 monitors

(one 68 cm Sony, two 51 cm Sony) and separately stereo sound .

I hope to hear from you .

Mrs . and Mr .

Steina and Woody Vasulka

Route 6

	

Box 100

SANTA FE

	

New Mexiko 87501

USA

Berne, september 6, 1989

Thomas Pfister

KUNSTMUSEUM

	

MUSEE DES BEAUX-ARTS MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

	

HODLERSTRASSE 8-12 CH-3011 BERN TELEFON 031 22 09 44



MUSEE DES BEAUX-ARTS

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

HODLERSTRASSE 8-12

CM-3000 BERN 7
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TSLEFAX 031 22 72 83

Dear Steina

dear Woody

,Steina and Woody Vasulka

Route 6 Box 100

SANTA FL

	

New Mexiko 87501

Berne, july 23, 1992

I enjoy very much that ,'iu are coming to Berne gain . For our video

library in the exhibition/ DER EIyTFESSELTE BLICK we would like to have

some of your tapes . Please send us a fax with a representative selection

of your work (Steinas, Woodys and common works) and a price list .

The program you showed three years ago in our museum included

Violin Power / Bad / Voice Windows

Lilith / In the land of the Elevator Girls

Art of Memory

I also am interested to purchase some early wo

The standard should be U-MATIC NTSC Low-Band (or do you ha`vl~

on laser disc?)

With kind regards
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Curator




